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ABSTRACT 
wo ~how ~ ~ ~-~ebr~ of ~ ,o~ (ram +n) (~ ~ ~ ~ ~ha~ctor~z~ l, ~t~ 
derivation algebra. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall use the notation introduced in [2]. In that paper, the author 
introduced a certain class of algebras of dimension (ram + n) called a-alge- 
bras, proved that any a-algebra is a member of a class ~(m, n) of baric 
algebras that generalize the gametic algebra G(n+l ,2m) ,  and gave a 
complete classification i the case m ~< 5. 
As shown by Costa [1], the derivation algebra of G(n + 1,2m) is isomor- 
phic to the Lie algebra R"$gl(n,R), and the isomorphism is given by h --*h, 
where h -- (h~o, hq), 1 ~< i, j < n, and h is the derivation defined by 
ll 
h(X'~) = ~., h, oX~-lXi ,  
i= l  
P n 
h(X~-PX, ,  . . .  X,p) = E E h,i,X~-PXiXq "'" :g, ,"" X,, 
t - l i~ l  
+ m- l (m _ p) ~. h,oX~-~P+I)X,Xq.. .X,,  
i - - I  
( l~<p<m),  
tt l  l~ 
~t(X, "''Xim )= E Eh ,  XiX, . . .  X/ . . .  X, . 
t~ l i= l  
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We shall indicate by D the set {h: h ~R"~gl(n,R)}.  This result can be 
easily extended to a-algebras. For, if A is an a-algebra, then 
a ~ A(n)  ~ a* ~ Aut(A) 
is an isomorphism of Lie groups, and so d~:R"~gl (n ,R)~ Der(A) is an 
isomorphism of Lie algebras; furthermore, it is readily seen that d~-h = h. 
Conversely, for m ~< 5, we shall prove that the a-algebras are characterized 
by this property. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION 
Let A be a bade algebra of dimension (mm + n) with weight function 0~. 
We assume further that A has a basis { X~-nXi*: Ii*l-- P, 0 ~< p ~< m } such 
that w(X~) = 1, w(X'~-PX ~') - 0 (1 ~< p ~< m), and Der(A) = D. 
LEMMA. A ~ ~( m, n ). 
Proof. Let  a 1, a 2, b, and c be the following elements of A(n): 
a~=e+e21+ "'" +end, a2=e+et2+ "'" +eln,  
b = e + elo, c = diag(1,2,3,5,..., p ), 
where e denotes the unit element in A(n), p. is the nth prime number, and 
eit is the matrix whose sole nonzero entry is a 1 in the (i, j )  position. Now, 
we consider the following elements of Rn~ gl(n, R): 
f=  (0,diag(ln2,1n3,1n5 .... .  In p,)),  g = ((1,0 ... . .  0),0), 
hi = (O, e21 + "'" + e,,1), h e=(O,et2+. . .  +e l ,  ). 
It is clear that exp( f )  = c, exp(g) = b, and exp(hi) = a~ (i = 1,2), where exp 
stands by exponentiation f matrices. On the other hand, the diagram 
exp 
R"~ gl(n,R) d~ 
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is commutative. We have thus b* = ~ exp(g) = exp(dO.g),  c* = dp exp( f )  = 
exp( d ~. f ), and a*  = ~ exp( h i) = exp(d d~. h~) (i = 1, 2). Since the exponenti- 
ation takes a derivation of A into an automorphism of A, we may conclude 
then that a~', a~', b*, and c* are automorphisms of A. This last fact is 
enough to assure that A ~ fl(m, n) (see [2, proof of Proposition 3] and the 
erratum at the end of the present paper). • 
It follows from the preceding lemma and Proposition 2 of [2] that A* is a 
subgroup of Aut(A). We know also that A* and Aut(A) have the same Lie 
algebra D. But, in general, the fact that two Lie groups have the same Lie 
algebra is not sufficient o assert hat the groups are the same. For m ~< 5, we 
shall prove in the following theorem that A is an a-algebra, i.e., Aut(A) = A*. 
THEOREM. I f  m <~ 5 then A ~ an a-a~ebra. 
Proof. By the above lemma, A = A(P)  for some P ~ H. If m = 1 then 
P ~ H = H 0. If m > 1 and f (m)  = 0 then t m + atom = 1 [2, identity (8)]; in 
this case, the linear operator d, defined by d(X~)= vm (vm is a fixed but 
arbitrary linear combination of monomials X~. . .X i ,  ' of degree m) and 
d(X~-PX ~') = 0 (1 ~< p ~< m), is a derivation of A, contradicting the fact that 
Der(A)  = D. Thus, f (m)  ~ 0 if m > 1. It follows that e ~ H o if m = 1,2, 3. 
Next, assume that m = 4. If P ~ H o, we find that t 1 = t2, since f(4)~: 0. If 
t l=  t 3, a straightforward calculation shows that the linear operator d 1, 
= XoX a, d l (XoX iX j )  - - ~X1XiX j (1 ~< i, j ~< n) and defined by. d l (X  4) ~ ~ 2 _ 1 2 
d l (X~-PX ~ ) = 0 (p 1,3,4), is a derivation of A (a contradiction as before). 
Hence t I = t2, t I ~ t 3. Since the condition )'(4) ~: 0 gives t I - 2t 3 + t 4 ~ 0, we 
have then proved that P ~ H 0 U H 1 in the case m = 4. Finally, assume that 
m = 5 and P ~ H o. Since f(5) ~ 0, we have two possibilities: )'(2) = f(3) = 0, 
f(4) :~ 0, or f(2) = )'(3) ~ 0, f(4) = 0. In the first, e ~ H i. In the second, in 
order to conclude that P ~ Hi ' ,  it remains to prove that 4t 1 - 4t~ + t s - t~ ~: 
0. But if this were not the case, then the linear operator d2, defined by 
XoX , , ~XxX ~ (1 ~ i ~< n) and d(X~-PX ~') = 0 (2 ~< p 
~< 5), would be a derivation and we would get a contradiction again. It 
follows now from Theorems 10, 13 and 15 of [2] that A is an a-algebra. 
3. ERRATUM 
The identities (5) and (6) in [2] hold in the case n > m, since we may 
then assert hat v~ = 0 for some i ff p > 0. In order to obtain all the cases, the 
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proof of proposition 3 in [2] must be improved as follows: 
(i) on p. 5, line 9, read (i --- 1,2) for (1 ~< i ~< n); 
(ii) on p. 5, line 11, read a l=e+e21+ .- .  +enl, a 2=e+elz  
+ . . .  +e ln  fo ra i=ewel i+  . . .  +e i_ l , i+e i+ l , i+  . . .  +eni; 
(iii) on p. 5, delete the last paragraph ("Now, assume...for all u*."); 
(iv) on p. 6, replace the second paragraph by: 
"Finally, if n = 1 then the proof is complete by (7). Assume that n > 1. 
We already know that 
(ym--pyu*~[ym-qyv*~ __ .~yra - (p+q)yu*+v*  (~ ~ R, p + q ~< m). 
Applying the a-operator a~' to this last identity and comparing the compo- 
nents in the direction of X~-¢v+o)Xr+q, we obtain by (7) that y = av.v+q." 
The correct coordinators of P in the last paragraph of Section 6 of [2] are 
t o = t,~_~ = 1, t 1 = 1 (t 1 = -1 )  ff m is even (odd, respectively) and t k = 0 
(k ~ 0,1, m-  2). 
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